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an InDIgenous economIc DevelopmenT corporaTIon: 

how doEs ThIs coMpArE To A chArITY? 

 by Fiona Martin

InTroDucTIon

Indigenous groups, particularly those in receipt of 
mining payments in remote communities, regularly use a 
charitable institution or trust structure in order, amongst 
other things, to gain income tax exemption in respect of 
mining payments and other income that they receive.1 
In these cases the majority of this income is reinvested 
into the Indigenous community through community 
development activities and infrastructure.2 There are, 
however, problems that have been identified in the 
literature with the use of this legal structure.3 This article 
identifies three main problem areas and then compares 
charities with the proposed income tax entity known as 
the Indigenous Economic and Community Development 
Corporation (‘IED Corporation’). It is noted that the 
Federal Government has recently announced that native 
title payments will become exempt from income tax.4 
However, there is no draft legislation and no further 
details available as to the scope of this exemption. The 
discussion in this paper is still, therefore, highly relevant 
particularly as the investment income from native title 
payments will not be exempt and charities will therefore 
be a necessary structure to ensure maximum return on 
investment by Indigenous communities.

charITIes anD The famIly lImITaTIon

A significant legal barrier to the use of charities is that 
although otherwise charitable, an entity that benefits a 
group of persons defined through their family or blood 
connection cannot be a charity.5 The only exception is 
where the charity is solely for the relief of poverty.6 This 
restriction is because an entity aimed at benefitting family 
members is not considered to be of benefit to a section 
of the public.7

The family limitation in the context of native title holders 
under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (‘NTA’) has been 
identified as an issue in the literature8 and in several 
submissions to the Treasury Consultation on the Definition 
of Charity.9 The joint submission of the Minerals Council 
of Australia and the National Native Title Council states:

A charitable trust seeking to meet the community benefit arm 

of the definition must be applied for the benefit of the ‘public’ 

or an appreciable section of it. A trust restricted to a native title 

group or groups (particularly those identified by kinship) would 

ordinarily fail this test according to the ATO.10

Similar views were expressed to the 2000/01 National 
Inquiry into the Definition of Charity11 and the 2010 Treasury 
Consultation, Native Title, Indigenous Economic Development 
and Tax.12 This legal barrier to charities for Indigenous 
peoples has also been identified in New Zealand.13

The lImITaTIons of charITaBle purposes 

A significant limitation to the effective use of charities by 
Indigenous groups is the restriction of their purposes to 
those that the common law has decided are charitable. 
A major area is the restriction on charities engaging 
in business activities. In the 2011 Federal Budget the 
Government announced that there would be reforms 
to the charities and Not-for-Profit (‘NFP’) sector to 
ensure that any income tax exemption did not apply to 
unrelated business income.14 This is in part to overcome 
the decision of the High Court in Commissioner of Taxation 
v Word Investments Ltd,15 which held that an entity that 
carried on a commercially operated funeral business was 
still charitable as its purposes were charitable and all of 
its funds were used for these purposes. The Government 
stated that it would ensure that the income tax exemption 
was targeted only at those activities that directly further an 
NFP’s altruistic purposes. Under this measure, the NFP 
income tax concessions will only apply to profits generated 
by unrelated commercial activities that are directed back 
to an NFP entity to carry out its altruistic work. This 
means NFP entities will pay income tax on profits from 
their unrelated commercial activities that are not directed 
back to their altruistic purpose (that is, the earnings they 
retain in their commercial undertaking).

Commercial activities that further an NFP entity’s 
altruistic purposes, and small-scale and low risk unrelated 
commercial activities, will not be affected by the reforms. 
The Government has also announced that it will extend 
the start date for these new arrangements from 1 July, 
2011, to 1 July, 2012, and they will initially affect only 
new unrelated commercial activities that commence after 
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10 May, 2011.16 Draft legislation is planned for release in 
May, 2012, however at the time of writing this article no 
draft had been produced.17

An unrelated business income tax will pose serious 
difficulties for many charities for Indigenous Australians. 
This is because these charities often wish to maximise 
the financial outcomes of mining payments and other 
income and in order to do this may need to carry on 
businesses.18 These businesses are also important aspects 
of the communities that they operate in. They bring in 
funds which are then used for charitable and community 
purposes, they provide services which are needed in 
remote communities, e.g. engineering and construction of 
roads and housing, they provide training opportunities for 
community members and through tourism and cultural 
activities may enhance and develop cultural strength. 

An example of a native title group that is pre determination 
but which engages in significant construction work and 
also training of Indigenous people is the Myuma Group 
of corporations. Myuma Pty Ltd, a member of the Myuma 
Group, is a not-for-profit company that considers it 
should be eligible for charitable status as its aims are to 
relieve the poverty of its Indigenous community and 
advance members vocational education. Myuma Pty Ltd 
runs a construction company which not only engages 
in construction activity that is of benefit to its remote 
community in north-west Queensland (near the Northern 
Territory border) but also trains Indigenous members in 
the skills necessary for employment in construction and 
mining.19 Together with the Queensland Government and 
private sector partners, Myuma Pty Ltd constructed large 
segments of the Barkly Highway which joins Mt Isa to 
Camooweal where the community is based.20 It provides 
apprenticeships and training programs for Indigenous 
people in the area.21

Another example, although not in the mining context is 
the Lhere Artepe Aboriginal Corporation (‘Lhere Artepe’) 
which represents the native title holders in respect of a 
determination of native title in and around Alice Springs. 
Lhere Artepe is a charity.22 The Lhere Artepe group own, 
through a subsidiary corporation, the largest shopping 
centre in Alice Springs and several other commercial 
outlets.23

Apart from undertaking commercial activities, many 
Indigenous communities wish to engage in a range of 
economic and community development activities. This 
includes use of funds to encourage Indigenous businesses 
and being able to lend money and grant initial funding to 

small Indigenous businesses. These activities do not always 
fall within current charitable purposes as it is considered 
that the private benefits outweigh those to the public.24 
Sport and recreational and cultural purposes are other 
areas that do not fall within charitable purposes but 
which are important to Indigenous communities. Under 
the common law, sport and recreational activities, unless 
otherwise attached to a recognised charitable object (e.g. 
advancement of education) are not charitable purposes.25

accumulaTIon of Income 

The third limitation to the use of charities is the difficulty 
of accumulating income for significant periods of time. 
The Australian Taxation Office (‘ATO’) requires that 
charities distribute all funds within reasonable time 
frames and can only accumulate investment income for a 
few years.26 This is a significant problem for Indigenous 
groups that want to invest income in order to build their 
capital and provide intergenerational benefits.27

proposeD IeD corporaTIon

In 2010, Treasury issued a Consultation Paper, Native 
Title, Indigenous Economic Development and Tax, which 
invited submissions on a number of issues including the 
establishment of a new income tax exempt vehicle termed 
an Indigenous Community Fund into which native title 
payments and benefits could be paid. 28 As part of this and 
subsequent discussions the Minerals Council of Australia 
and the National Native Title Council have proposed 
that the Federal Government establish a new form of 
income tax exempt entity, the IED Corporation, which 
is intended to overcome the problems identified above 
with charities and which will also have other advantages 
for Indigenous groups.29 

IeD corporaTIon anD BenefITTIng 

InDIgenous famIly groups

The first advantage of the IED Corporation is that it 
would be able to benefit traditional land holding groups 
defined through their family connection. Traditional land 
holding is often established through the proof of descent 
from a particular ancestor who practised traditional laws 
and customs on the land. For example, section 3 of the 
Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (Cth) 
defines a traditional Aboriginal owner as a member of a 
local ‘descent group’. Traditional land holding groups may 
have some similarities with European families however 
they also have significant differences which have been 
identified in the literature30 and case law.31 It is outside the 
scope of this article to discuss these differences, however 
the proposed IED Corporation would have the advantage 
over charities of being able to benefit a group of Indigenous 
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land holders who are defined through descent from a 
common ancestor or by some other family connection. 

purposes of The IeD corporaTIon 

The purposes of the IED Corporation will include 
all those that are currently charitable but also other 
purposes that are uniquely important to Indigenous 
communities, particularly those in remote areas of 
Australia. The IED Corporation would be able to carry 
on businesses that benefit their community. It would 
also be able to encourage Indigenous businesses in a 
practical manner such as providing initial funding and 
making low or no interest loans to small Indigenous 
businesses. At the moment, although the encouragement 
of industry generally is a charitable purpose, where such 
encouragement also enables private gain for the benefit 
of individuals the purpose is not charitable.32

The second important area is the encouragement of 
sport. Engagement in sport is an important and positive 
aspect of many Indigenous communities33 and can be 
used to advance the education and health of Indigenous 
children.34 It is arguably an area wherein Indigenous 
peoples and western society can interact in a positive way.35 
Engagement in sport can also be a significant contributor 
to community development and health.36

A third important purpose that does not always fit into 
the common law interpretation of charitable purpose is 
cultural activities. Engagement in festivals and cultural 
activities are a way of keeping Indigenous cultures alive 
and are essential when the culture is at risk of domination 
by more pervasive non-Indigenous cultures.37 Indigenous 
festivals are important to communities as they contribute 
to wellbeing, resilience and capacity. They also increase 
individual and community self-esteem and leadership 
capabilities.38 Indigenous funerals are often much more 
complex and time consuming than European funerals 
and are another significant aspect of community life.39 
The IED Corporation would be able to engage in running 
Indigenous cultural practices and festivals and also be able 
to fund them.

accumulaTIon of funDs

The importance of the ability to accumulate funds so that 
intergenerational benefits can be provided is essential for 
communities that hold traditional lands. These lands are 
held for the benefit of current and future generations and 
it is considered that the income generated from these lands 
should also flow across generations.40 Many Indigenous 
entities also need to accumulate funds to increase working 
capital. As stated earlier the ATO requires that charities 

distribute all funds within reasonable time frames and can 
only accumulate investment income for a few years. This 
restriction on accumulation is a deterrent to community 
development and is unrealistic when the time frame for 
mining activities is frequently in excess of 20 years. The 
IED Corporation would be able to accumulate its income 
until its board of directors considered it appropriate to use 
the funds for community purposes.

provIsIon for fuTure generaTIons

Charities are able to be created so that they last indefinitely.41 
This is a significant advantage over non-charitable trusts 
which are subject to the rule against perpetuities and 
therefore must have a vesting date. In most Australian 
states and territories this date is 80 years from settlement.42 
Lands that are subject to traditional claims and benefits 
flowing from this land belong not only to the current 
generation but to future generations.43 The ability to 
provide for intergenerational members is therefore 
essential and an important advantage of the use of a 
charitable entity. It is proposed that the IED Corporations 
have this same feature as charities.

economIc anD communITy DevelopmenT as 

opposeD To charITy

A further positive aspect of an IED Corporation is that 
its establishment would recognise the important place of 
Indigenous economic and community development in 
modern Australian society. The use of the word ‘charity’ can 
have negative connotations whereas the phrase ‘economic 
and community development’emphasises advancement 
and self motivation. The different nomenclature would 
remove encouragement of Indigenous development 
out of the charitable sphere, with its stigma of welfare 
recipience, and recognise it as a significant part of the 
Australian economy. 

conclusIon

Entities that represent groups of Indigenous Australians 
defined through their family relationship are currently 
unable to gain charitable status unless they are solely for 
the relief of poverty. There are also difficulties where 
Indigenous charities wish to maximise financial gain and 
contribute to community development, employment and 
training in a commercial manner. The IED Corporation 
is an alternative income tax exempt organisation that has 
the potential to overcome these difficulties. Furthermore, 
the identification of a specific income tax exempt entity 
for Indigenous economic development would remove 
Indigenous development from the stigma of the charity 
space and recognise it as a significant part of the Australian 
mainstream economy. 
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